
The Einhell TC-TS 2031 U bench-type circular saw is a solid basic machine for the ambitious hobby DIY enthusiast. An overload switch protects the

motor from damage caused by overloading. For long workpieces the table can be extended. The saw blade can be adjusted up to 45° with the angle

stop for miter cuts. Flexible height adjustment using a scale is also possible. A parallel stop provides help on precise edging cuts, and for a direct view

of the cut there is a transparent saw blade guard. There is a push stick for working in safety. Integrated handles and wheels enable the bench-type

circular saw to be moved about easily. The product is supplied complete with a tool for easy removal/fitting of the blade.

TC-TS 2031 U

Table Saw
Item No.: 4340555

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825616736

Features
Table extension for long workpiece cross-sections-

Transparent blade guard with direct view of the cut-

Handles and wheels to enable the device to be moved about easily-

Blade can be adjusted by up to 45° for miter cuts-

Height-adjustable blade with scale-

Parallel stop for edging cuts-

Angle stop between 0° and 45° for miter cuts-

Overload switch for protecting the motor from damage-

Push stick for working in safety-

Tool for easy removal/fitting of the blade-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. power (S2 | S2time) 2000 W  |  20 min

- Idle speed 2950 min^-1

- Saw blade Ø315  x  ø30 mm

- Number of saw teeth 40 Pieces

- Swiveling range of saw blade 45 °

- Max. cutting height at 45° 52 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 85 mm

- Height adjustment continuous 0-85 mm

- Diameter of suction adapter 96 mm

- Working height 810 mm

- Size of working table 800  x  550 mm

- Table length extension back side 800  x  400 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 54 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 58 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 865 x 615 x 465 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 58 kg

- Dimensions export carton 860 x 610 x 460 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 120 | 250 | 0
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Available as special accessories

HM-Sägeblatt 315x30x3,0mm 40Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502011
Bar Code: 4006825456295
Einhell Grey
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